Protein-carbohydrate interactions play an important role in many biological processes including cell interactions with immune systems, tumor metastasis, adhesion of infectious agents to host cells and many more. 1 Proteins involved in these signaling and processing pathways are known as lectins. 2 These carbohydrate binding proteins are wide-spread in nature and they differ from antibodies or enzymes entities. 3 For example, it has been shown that some viruses such as HIV express many carbohydrate entities at their surface, which enable them to bind to these lectins on the cell surface in the immune system. Therefore, one of the promising strategies for fighting against infectious diseases would be to design competing systems with higher lectin affinity than pathogens, thus preventing their adhesion.
Recent and elegant synthetic routes have allowed polymer chemists to prepare a wide range of glyco-polymers/particles that provide strong and selective recognition properties towards lectins. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] In particular, amphiphilic block glycopolymers (GPs) have attracted a great attention in terms of their ability to form various types of glyconanoparticles. These amphiphilic GPs are generally composed of biocompatible, biodegradable hydrophobic polymer blocks covalently bonded to a biocompatible hydrophilic block. [9] [10] [11] Some recent studies have shown that amphiphilic block glycopolymers with different carbohydrate compositions were used to produce nanoparticles, such as micelles, nanospheres, core-shell nanoparticles, micelle-like nanoparticles, crew cut micelles, nanocapsules and polymersomes. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] These studies facilitate the understanding and investigation of GP-lectin binding activities that are significantly influenced by GP architecture, valency, size, and density of binding elements. Furthermore, they offer a promising route for the creation of a broad variety of bioactive self-assembled glyco-nanostructures for biomedical applications such as drug delivery, biomaterials, bioand nanotechnologies, and gene therapy. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] In the last few years, the number of strategies devoted to prepare GPs via single electron transfer living radical polymerization (SET-LRP) polymerization technique has increased rapidly. Therefore, SET-LRP was used in this study to synthesize several types of amphiphilic block glycocopolymers bearing mannose moieties by using methyl acrylate (MA) and a glycomonomer (ManAc) and/or poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) as a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic block, respectively. Mannose glycomonomer was prepared according to the procedure reported by Zhang et al. 25 Poly(ethylene glycol) 2-bromoisobutyrate (PEG-Br) initiator was used as an initiator to prepare amphiphilic triblock glycocopolymer. The self-assembly behaviors of these well-defined amphiphilic GPs were investigated in aqueous solution to obtain glyconanostructures with various sizes and morphologies. The resulting glyconanoparticles (GNPs) were further investigated for their binding affinity towards lectins, in particular with DC-SIGN, which is a C-type human lectin present on both macrophages and also dendritic cell subpopulations. DC-SIGN binds to microorganisms and host molecules by recognizing surfaces rich in mannose containing glycans through multivalent glycanprotein interactions and notably serves as a target molecule for several viruses such as HIV and hepatitis C virus. 26 Here, we report the synthesis of well-defined amphiphilic GPs using the SET-LRP technique, their spontaneous selfassembly in aqueous solution, and binding studies of the resulting glyconanoparticles with DC-SIGN.
A series of well-defined amphiphilic block GPs were prepared via SET-LRP using EBiB or PEG-Br initiator. The molar ratio of [MA]/[ManAc] has been varied to yield amphiphilic block copolymers with increasing ratios between their hydrophobic and hydrophilic moieties. One-pot polymerization approach has been employed to ensure well-defined block copolymer formation. Initially, MA was polymerized up to high conversion and subsequently; the chain extension with mannose glycomonomer (DP = 15, dissolved and degassed in 1 mL of DMSO) to form the second block was carried out (ESI, Fig. S7 †) . The monomer conversions were followed by 1 H NMR, which showed the disappearance of vinyl groups apparent between 5.8-6.4 ppm. The purified glycopolymers were further analyzed by GPC and 1 H NMR (ESI, Fig. S9 †) . Based on these results, it is evident that the copolymerization of MA and ManAc has been achieved with a good control as indicated by low polydispersity indices and increasing molecular weight of the block copolymer. Analysis of all P((MA) m -b-(ManAc) n ) polymers (P1, P2, P3, and P4) are presented in Table 1 . High chain end fidelity of P((PEG)-b-(MA)) has been confirmed by chain extension with MA prior to the synthesis of triblock glycocopolymer, P5, using the same approach in the presence of PEG-Br initiator. GPC analysis (ESI, Fig. S10 †) revealed a clear baseline shift of elution traces after each monomer addition with increasing molecular weight and final PDI of 1.17. No significant tailing or shoulders have been observed in the GPC throughout the polymerization. Moreover, the measured M n , GPC and the M n,theo calculated from the monomer conversions are in good agreement.
Nanoparticles of these amphiphilic GPs having PEG block and/or carbohydrate bearing chains as hydrophilic block and MA as hydrophobic one were prepared using a nanoprecipitation method an the detailed conditions are summarized in the ESI. † Slow-injection of water droplets into glycopolymer in DMF solution ensures to obtain thermodynamically stable selfassembled structures. The morphology and size of the resulting nanoparticles were systematically analyzed by TEM and DLS.
Amphiphilic block copolymers P1, P2 and P3 yield welldispersed nanoparticles of around 25 nm. While P1 and P2 generated micelles with a regular spherical shape, P3 created non-uniform micelles due to their non-regular spherical shape according to TEM imaging and DLS measurements. These features are typical of spherical micelles. Further TEM analysis was conducted on each suspension measuring the average diameter of more than 50 single particles. The majority of the particles display an average diameter of 20 nm, which is slightly smaller than the values obtained by DLS, thus providing the dry structure of these particles. Furthermore, TEM imaging shows that most of the particles are not clustered, which is promising, as micelles generally tend to cluster together. Moreover, it was also observed that P2 and P3 yielded small amount of larger aggregates, which could potentially be vesicles. Increasing the hydrophobic content of the copolymer revealed the formation of self-assembled nanoparticles with larger hydrodynamic diameter. Indeed, the TEM image of P4 indicated the formation of vesicular structures and DLS measurements showed a narrow size distribution centered at 380 nm.
According to TEM and DLS results, sizes of glyconanoparticles are increasing with increasing of polymer length (ESI, Table S2 †). Depending on the increasing MA fraction in the polymer, the existence region of nanoparticles has become broader. This is possibly due to dependency on composition, molecular geometry, relative block lengths of the constitutive copolymers, and the preparation methods on the formation of glyconanoparticles. Another attempt was conducted on P4 to obtain a higher number of vesicular particles, decreasing the injection rate of the aqueous solution.
The self-assembly of amphiphilic triblock GP, P5, has lower hydrophilic fraction than P1-P4, P((MA) m -b-(ManAc) n ), due to the increasing molecular weight ratio of the hydrophobic block. According to TEM measurement, the majority of nanoparticles were worm-like micelles but with a small fraction of spherical micelles (Fig. 1) . The length of these worm-like micelles is in the range of 45 to 60 nm and their width is 24 nm, which is in agreement with unimer chain scaling. Further increase of molar ratio of hydrophobic block (for P4 and P5) allowed fabricating different aggregates such as vesicles and worm-like micelles. The biological activity of these nanoparticles towards lectins was measured via SPR. DC-SIGN, which is a human lectin on cell surfaces that preferentially binds to N-linked high-mannose oligosaccharides, was employed for binding assays. DC-SIGN plays a critical role in human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) trafficking ability to interact with the highly mannosylated gp120 glycoprotein present on the envelope of HIV. In general, all glyconanoparticles showed strong binding signal with DC-SIGN ( Fig. 1) .
As expected, the binding of nanoparticles to DC-SIGN decreased at lower nanoparticle concentrations. All glyconanoparticles exhibited relatively high binding values at higher concentrations. Therefore, in order to compare the binding levels of these glyconanoparticles, the nanoparticle concentration of all nanoparticle solutions were kept constant to determine the effect of particle size on DC-SIGN binding (Fig. 2) . According to the SPR data, vesicle structured nanoparticles P4 had a much higher affinity in comparison to other GNPs. Surprisingly, P1 showed the second highest binding level in this series after P4. This may be due to the mannose groups on the surface of P1 glyconanoparticles being more accessible in order to mediate strong interactions with DC-SIGN. Another interesting result is that the worm-like micelles P5 showed higher level of interaction than P2 and P3. The possible explanation for this can be that the formation of worm-like micelles in clustered structures may enhance the binding capability of nanoparticles with the natural oligomeric structure of DC-SIGN. As a result, the small increase in the size of a nano- particle showed a significant decrease on binding with DC-SIGN.
Conclusions
In summary, several types of amphiphilic block co-glycopolymers with optimal molecular weights and relatively narrow molecular weight distributions were synthesized via SET-LRP to prepare different glycopolymer nanostructures. These synthesized amphiphilic glycopolymers with the same number of mannose units self-assembled in water to generate glyconanoparticles with different morphologies such as spherical and worm-like micelles as well as spherical vesicles. The shape and size of these self-assembled glyconanoparticles were characterized via TEM and DLS. Finally, the interaction of these glyconanoparticles of different size and shape with DC-SIGN was monitored by SPR. The SPR results indicate that the size and shape of nanoparticles have significant effect on the binding level with DC-SIGN. According to the binding performance of these glycopolymer nanostructures, they can be potentially utilized in biomedical applications such as cell-targeted drug delivery and inhibition of viral infection such as HIV.
